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Introduction and Motivation

Recent advances on Pervasive Computing integration
(IoT, wearables and Edge), Big Data technologies
(analytics and Cloud) and Artificial Intelligence ca-
pabilities (machine learning for recommendation and
prediction) allowed the expansion of ICT technologies
in the day-by-day lives of citizens. With an poten-
tial exponential growth on data, resources and us-
age (users and involved devices), systems and infras-
tructures require adaptability, scalability, resilience,
trustworthiness and sustaniability. And those prop-
erties are not always fully available or even aligned,
and decisions must be made to keep a fair trade-off
in used resources (including energy) and quality of
service (including privacy and responsiveness).

To achieve this, different aspects must be targeted:
(1) Open access to the underlying technologies; (2)
Awareness of the impact on energy, availability and
trust; and (3) Automation of the management proce-
dures.

Initiatives such as RISC-V are investing on the cre-
ation of Open Hardware Specifications to grant access
of efficient computing technologies to all levels of in-
dustry and society. Through an open specification,
manufacturers and developers are allowed to freely
create a new technological fabric of services and ap-
plications, on top of a new mesh of an heterogeneous
mesh of devices unified by a common standard. Also
at this time, Cloud architectures have become com-
modity for services and applications. Being capable
to move processing closer to the Edge and IoT de-
vices is allowing new applications to provide immedi-
ate and autonomous response, keep data closer and
more “in control” of users, and amortize consumed

energy by low-power Edge devices. For this, open
architecture initiatives also focus on adoption in and
out of the Cloud towards embedded on IoT and Edge.

Proper management of resources, from Cloud to
Edge and IoT, requires “smart” approaches. We
have reached a limit on current methodolo-
gies for management, where the exponential
growth of users and resources make traditional
orchestration inefficient (not scalable, not reli-
able, not adaptive). For this, leveraging Artificial
Intelligence methods towards knowledge acquisition
on top of monitoring is an advance that will allow
better decision making on resource provisioning. Be-
ing able to treat distributed resources as “whole”
resources, and virtualize centralized resources into
smaller available resources, allows efficient access for
applications to tailored resources, but makes orches-
tration more complex.

Therefore, while current research topics move
in different and specialised directions on efficiency
in Cloud/Edge infrastructures, coordination of dis-
tributed networks of computing devices, design of
new and open standards, and feasible applications
of Artificial Intelligence into ICT, there is the need
to converge once again into a common ground where
all advances help to push ICT society in a focused
direction (before diverging again on future needs and
discoveries).

State of the Art

The European Commission, following the strategic
interest in EU industry and academia, is pushing to-
wards a mature RISC-V development around the Eu-
ropean Processor Initiative (EPI) [1], seeking tech-
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nological sovereignty over the reduced group of non-
European designers and manufacturers. While the
software industry is investing into RISC-V portabil-
ity, e.g. Linux Fedora distributions [2, 3] or Google
Android support for such [4], the hardware industry
is advancing on RISC-V standards along with design-
ers and manufacturers [5].

Smart usage of Edge-Cloud resources implies the
use of AI towards resource management, and provi-
sioning towards AI on such resources. Critical AI ap-
plications in different domains such as medical [6][7]
and space [8], involving data analytics and scientific
computing, are moving towards Distributed Learn-
ing (i.e., Federated and Swarm Learning). Edge-
Cloud Continuum architectures play an important
role on the feasible deployment, and current research
focuses on leveraging the same advances on AI for au-
tonomous and private resource management [9][10].

Current efforts on heterogeneous resource opti-
mization Cloud-Edge focus on disaggregation, tai-
loring components in co-design (HW and SW lev-
els). As an example, NVIDIA is releasing GPU vir-
tualization through rCUDA [11], allowing distributed
GPU sharing along hyper-distribtued architectures.
Privacy and security primitives are on the spotlight
such as authentication methods and access control,
to enforce secure access policies to private data and
systems, through attestation techniques and crypto-
graphic APIs. Hardware manufacturers such as Intel,
AMD or ARM, are making first-steps on secure pro-
cessors (e.g ARM Trustzone [12]), waiting for higher-
level software and platform components to become
fully effective on the Cloud-Edge. Same with hard-
ware advances on fault tolerance on virtualization,
e.g. [13], moving towards system availability and de-
pendability.

Research Challenges

The principal challenge on expanding the
Cloud-Edge into heterogeneous and novel ar-
chitectures (i.e., RISC-V) focuses on its trans-
parent management and scheduling to meet
Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. This in-
cludes monitoring and controlling the underlying HW

from the OS, then identifying the proper operating
points of such HW to guarantee Quality of Service
(QoS). Performance, energy, reliability and security
define the QoS, not only for regular workloads, but
even more for Data Analytics and AI-based tasks, in
which privacy, accuracy and trustworthiness must be
ensured. Nonetheless, energy efficiency must be pro-
portionated when leveraging resources to enhance AI
methods. So, architecture orchestration must con-
sider energy consumption for minization, while en-
suring availability and dependability.

The second challenge is the seamless inte-
gration of heterogeneous resources (including
accelerators) to ensure QoS. Heterogeneity also
includes the choice of different resources for comput-
ing, transmission and storage. The Cloud-Edge is
composed by a wide and distributed set of resources,
each designed for different purposes and properties,
that must be orchestrated aware of applications re-
quirements and resource properties. As there is no
“one fits all” policy, the management must consider
application and resources performance, power, secu-
rity and availability as indicators, capable of adapting
to dynamic circumstances for load, traffic, variability
and faults, and aware of data generation, location
and consumption.

Finally, the third challenge is the integration
of AI and Machine Learning (ML) as a fun-
damental part for knowledge-driven manage-
ment in hyper-distributed and federated in-
frastructures. Data collection, model training and
inference for decision making must be deployed across
the infrastructure, and not only specific resources or
applications, maximizing automation of resource and
data provisioning. With the increasing amount of ac-
tors in the Edge/IoT ecosystem, handling users, data
sources and consumers, devices and resources, ad-hoc
or static policies need to be substituted or enhanced
by more dynamic ones. And Knowledge Systems such
as AI/ML methods have demonstrated the potential
to drive the Continuum in a trustworthy manner.
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